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It's a soft-roader of sorts, designed to challenge high-riding wagons like the Subaru Outback
and previous Buick Regal TourX, though the Ford's roof is more sloped than what you'll find on
those alternatives. Though it's yet to be confirmed, the soft-roader is thought to be a direct
replacement for the Ford Fusion sedan which bowed out after There are rumors Ford plans to
keep the Fusion name, or a variation of it, so don't be surprised if the soft-roader ends up
labeled something like Fusion Active. Ford had planned on importing the Focus Active from
China, but the recent trade war put an end to that happening. For previous test mules, the
engineers used a stretched body borrowed from the Focus Wagon sold overseas to cover the
underpinnings. Those underpinnings are thought to be an updated version of Ford's CD4
platform for mid-size cars, the current version of which underpins the Fusion. This means
there's the potential for front- and all-wheel drive, as well as plug-in hybrid powertrains. An
alternative could be a stretched version of the compact C2 platform that debuted a couple of
years back in the Focus sold overseas. It may explain why the engineers used a stretched
Focus Wagon body for the test mule instead of the body of the larger, Fusion-based Mondeo
Wagon also sold overseas. There aren't any shots of the interior but there are rumors a large
display spanning the width of the dash could be offered in some markets, including potentially
here in the United States. We also don't know what's happening in the powertrain department,
but an offering of turbocharged 4- and 6-cylinder engines is likely. As mentioned above, a
plug-in hybrid is also a possibility. Note, while the Fusion sedan is leaving our market, it
remains on sale elsewhere. An update was just introduced that saw the sedan receive a Sign up
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substantially, this secure midsize sedan, a little restyled to get , markings the first appearance
involving Ford Co-Pilot Shield, a typical package of superior car owner-help systems that also
includes automated crisis braking with walking defense , your blind-spot details program,
lane-retaining process, rearview camera along with auto higher-ray lighting effects. The new
Ford Fusion will soon reach the US Europe market, betting strongly on improvements in its
mechanical and aesthetic to win the preference of the most demanding consumers. The
premium sedan also won new stand-alone car items, gearing up for the world trend. Are you
curious? Get to know the new Ford Fusion in the article below! The classy sedan is finally
hanging them up. The Ford Fusion has tremendous versatility in a hotly contested segment.
There are four available engine options, one of which can be had with all-wheel drive, and two
that are hybrids. There are also six trim levels that range from basic to near-luxury. There are
few changes to the lineup, save for a few minor trim-dependent aesthetic tweaks. The
convenient FordPass Connectâ€”which can be used to remote start, check vehicle status, and
lock or unlock the doorsâ€”is now standard on all models. From cloth seats to quilted leather,
from a small audio screen to an 8. The gas-powered Fusion holds as much cargo as most
competitors, but the hybrid and plug-in hybrid models suffer mightily for their battery packs,
which reside in the trunk. The Fusion Energi we tested held a measly two carry-on bags in its
trunk while the standard Fusion held six. Standard with all Ford Fusions , the following
innovative package of innovative protection systems involves automated unexpected
emergency braking with walking safety , blind-spot information, and facts with go
across-targeted traffic inform , lane-retaining process, a rearview camera, rainwater-sensing
wipers in addition to auto higher-ray lighting effects. An even more innovative model known as
Ford Co-Pilot Support is accessible; it functions adaptive cruise trip management along with
end-and-go seeing that effectively since voice-activated the navigation along with Sirius XM
Targeted traffic. Any 9. Despite having infrequent style adjustments over time, a Ford Fusion ,
especially when seen through the top, nonetheless bears a new resemblance to your midsize
sedan, which Aston Martin in no way created. Intended for , a Fusion S, SE, and also SEL styles
use a whole new grille using a 5-club design, even though the one particular about the Titanium
model features a new kind of fine stainless mesh. As just before, a Fusion Sport together with
darker tires and black colored beautiful mesh grille appears menacingly fantastic. The reliance
on turbocharged gasoline engines in most versions could mean that drivers have a hard time

replicating EPA fuel-economy numbers in the real world. Our Sport test vehicle delivered a mpg
result over our mile highway fuel-economy test and the plug-in Energi managed 39 mpg. And of
course, all-wheel drive will be available. In this class, both the Toyota Camry and the Chevrolet
Malibu offer that benefit. Powertrain offerings in the Fusion start with a lackluster hp 2. A hp
turbocharged 1. The 2. The Sport model has a hp twin-turbo 2. The Fusion is also available as a
hybrid. That model has a 2. There is also a plug-in hybrid, with the same powertrain as the
hybrid teamed up with a larger battery pack. In most guises, the Fusion pairs a comfortable ride
with agile handling for an engaging driving experience. Gas-powered Fusions have responsive,
nimble steering, but again, the Energi falls short, delivering scant feedback and an artificial,
overboosted feel. The SEL model represents a well-equipped and affordable option in the
Fusion lineup. With a turbocharged 1. Fusion is powered by an efficient 1. As the first car to
debut standard Co-Pilot, Fusion now has pre-collision assist with automatic emergency braking,
blind-spot information with cross-traffic alert, lane-keeping system, rear-view camera and auto
high-beam headlamps. The Fusion Hybrid gains updated energy storage systems for faster
charging and increased distance from its 2. It comes standard with a turbocharged 1. It also
gets power front seats, dual-zone automatic climate control, SYNC 3 with Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto, rear parking sensors, alloy wheels, individual tire-pressure monitoring and a
keypad. The SE can be optioned with the aforementioned turbocharged 2. Moving up to the SEL
trim, the only powertrain choices are the 1. It does add heated front seats with memory, an
speaker sound system, satellite radio, a leather-wrapped steering wheel and remote start. The
Titanium trim comes standard with all-wheel drive and the 2. The plug-in has the same power as
the regular hybrid and the same combined fuel economy, but it can also drive up to 26 miles
solely on electricity. The Titanium trim also adds leather, heated and cooled front seats, a
speaker Sony sound system, ambient lighting, adaptive cruise control, a heated steering wheel
and a sunroof. Although aging, the Fusion still has some appeal. In our experience, the Fusion
blends responsive handling and good ride quality. We particularly like a number of the
powertrains that include two hybrid variants and a powerful optional turbocharged 2. Sadly the
horsepower turbocharged V6 model has been discontinued. All-wheel drive remains an option,
and it comes solely with the horsepower engine. Ford also packs in desirable safety and
convenience features including lane-keep assist, blind spot monitoring, automatic emergency
braking, rain-sensing wipers, automatic high-beam headlights and proximity locking and
starting as standard on even the bare-bones S trim. It also has cloth, manually-adjustable seats,
manual single-zone climate control and steel wheels with wheel covers. It also comes only with
a naturally aspirated 2. It also returns a disappointing 24 mpg combined. The Fusion performed
well in its crash tests and its newly standard suite of driver-assistance features provides an
extra layer of protection. Key safety features include:. It is really provided by half a dozen
motors; 2 may be designed with all-wheel drive, 2 are usually hybrids, and another can make hp.
And then there are the 5 reduce ranges, within the cover anything from uncovered bone
fragments to close to high-class. And naturally, you will find the section-determining visual
appearance. There is no concentrated superiority we appreciate with competitors, including the
Honda Accord along with the Mazda 6. A lot of purchasers will likely be content with the
Renaissance auto. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Table of Contents:. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. The days of the Ford Mondeo as we know it are numbered
considering these spy shots are showing the Blue Oval is preparing some major changes for
the next generation of its midsize model. Our spies have caught a heavily camouflaged
prototype testing on a frozen lake somewhere in Scandinavia, showing a generous ground
clearance and pop-out door handles. Side note â€” the current-gen model is also sold as a more
practical liftback akin to the Skoda Superb. The heavy mascara gets in the way of discovering
some of the design details, but the general impression is the new-generation model will look
nothing like the aging Mondeo unveiled as the US-spec Fusion at the North American
International Auto Show. There are some exposed bits, such as the LED strips of daytime
running lights, front parking sensors, along with radar sensors for the adaptive cruise control. It
goes without saying the rear end is not as blocky as the camouflage suggests, and we are
expecting a sleek fastback-esque design. The test vehicle was spotted from afar
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, so our spies were not able to snap a photo of the interior. However, the Chinese version was
caught on camera at the end of , showing a gigantic screen stretching over nearly the entire
width of the dashboard. It was likely made out of several separate screens housed within a giant

piece of glass. The latter would make sense considering the Evos concept was an SUV take on
the fastback shape and was designed as a preview for the current-gen Mondeo. Rumors say the
Arteon will be discontinued as well, and that includes the recently launched Arteon Shooting
Brake. For a trip down memory lane, attached below is a photo gallery of the Evos concept from
a decade ago. Source: Automedia. Home Ford News Spy Shots. Feb 15, at am ET. By : Adrian
Padeanu. Despite the heavy camo, it already looks promising. Gallery: Ford Mondeo Evos spy
photos. Gallery: Ford Evos concept. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers on local
inventory. Search for: New Cars. Used Cars. Spy Shots. Sign In or Sign Up.

